
THE INSTRUCTIONS
-First, every player rolls the dice. To reflect privilege, the number each 
player gets on the dice reflects the amount of money they get to start the 
game.  
-When a player steps in any of the tiles on the boardwalk the color of the 
tile represents the card that the player has to take.  
-Cards that state that you go or that you move, means that you can move to 
any of the places stated on the card. For example:"YOUR DAD GETS 
PROMOTED. YOUR FAMILY MOVES TO THE SUBURBS AND YOU 
START WORKING PART TIME IN A LOCAL NEWS PAPER OFFICE" You 
can either move to the suburbs or to the news paper office. 
-Depending on the card that the player takes, the player might move on the 
board, the player might get money or lose money. Some cards have special 
instructions and Goal Freebies. 
-Players can escape being stuck in a place by rolling a 6, or by paying $10 
dollars, otherwise player will have to wait the amount of turns stated on the 
cards. 
-Money can't be transferred from player to player directly, players will have 
to transfer money to other players through the banker. (Banker can charge 
for the transaction $1.00) 
-The banker represents the big corporations and big bank 
interests. Players, beware!  
-To win the game the player most buy the main 3 ingredients to cook pasta. 
Pasta, Sauce and Meat or Vegetable, players may also need to buy water 
if they got a that card stated that the water in their neighborhood is 
polluted.  
- To buy the three ingredients player has to be on the local food coop 
tile. Prices for the ingredients can be established by everyone at the 
beginning of the game to decide how long the game should last. For 
example if the game will be short prices for the ingredients can be cheap, if 
the game will be long prices for ingredients should be expensive.  
-Goal Freebies are available through different categories of cards and they 
represent knowledge of food sovereignty or privileged.  
-This game is intended for educational purposes only, all content of 
Affordopoly was created by the FRESH Youth. 
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